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 He’s been running and running—up stairways, down stairways, 
around tables, under chairs, over chairs... Every cell in Dilbert’s body 
screams for him to stop and rest, but he mustn’t—he can’t. The pounding 
steps of Agent Steely are still behind him. The force of Steely’s footsteps 
doesn’t compare with the anger that pulses through his body; his face 
twists as he snarls; his fingers itch with the desire to shred the dog—no one 
gets away with stealing or even touching his case. He has no mercy for 
thieves of any sort.
 Meanwhile, huhuhuhuhuh... Dilbert runs, albeit it’s not the smooth, 
Herculean run of an athlete—the white, boxy case he’s holding keeps 
whacking the walls as he turns hallway corners, slowing him down and 
giving his whereabouts away. He’s so panicked he doesn’t even think to 
lose the thing; it’s as if his paw is cemented to its handle and he no longer 
notices it’s there, possibly because the paw holding the case has grown 
numb. Huhuhuhuh—he keeps going: down the hallway, up the stairs, down 
the next hallway, back down the stairs and left, out onto the deck, past the 
rubberstampees—WAIT! Did I just say rubberstampees? Yes, there they 
are, just yards from Dilbert. Standing side by side, they lean against the 
deck’s railing, basking in the silvery moonlight while taking in the vast 
ocean and night sky—their backs toward him. The inky suspects are so 
close, exactly the distance needed for a Dilbert-style ambush, but he can’t
—he’s got to keep running. As long as he hears those thudding footsteps—
even if the sound is in the distance—he’s not safe. FBI agent or not, Steely 
isn’t someone to mess with; that’s obvious. Dilbert doesn’t even really know 
him, but what he does know is that anger of this sort can be dangerous. 
Dilbert sprints past the inky doodlepads, longing for a bite.
 “Look! There’s another one!” the earring-in-the brow lady says, 
pointing upward.
 “Make a wish,” the bearded, long-haired rubberstampee says while 
putting an arm around the other doodlepad’s waist.
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 Dilbert hears what they say as he flies past them, but it’s as if his 
brain’s been weatherproofed—the rubberstampees’ words bead up and run 
from his thoughts, disappearing into the misty ocean air. Galloping past the 
inky suspects, Dilbert gives a desperate, quick glance their way. Have they 
captured Mrs. Fieldjoy? Do they have her blue-moon suitcase? They do not 
(a good sign of course). Agent Steely’s thudding footsteps sound closer. 
Dilbert runs around the deck’s refreshment stand and toward a door to re-
enter the ship; the agent stomps into view at the other end of the deck. He 
begins kicking over lounge chairs to see if Dilbert is cowering beneath one. 
 “Where are you, you lousy mutt?!”
 The rubberstampees turn and stare; they catch sight of the end of 
Dilbert’s tail as he exits the deck and re-enters the ship. Suddenly, the 
agent notices the inky people and sees that they’re staring at something; 
Steely follows their stare. He darts past them and after Dilbert.
 “Why would that guy be after a mutt?” the earring-in-the-brow lady 
says, her eyebrows furrowed.
 “Let’s check on Atlas,” responds the bearded doodlepad.
  Meanwhile, Dilbert’s legs are pumping. He glances downward at 
them, commanding them to move faster, but each huff exhaled is a cupful 
of energy lost. Returning his gaze to the hallway ahead, Dilbert finally 
notices and is actually shocked to see the stupid, white case still in his paw. 
His paw—it’s turned a sickly blue, and the blue is traveling up his arm. 
 So dumb! he shouts inwardly at himself. He’s been so busy trying to 
escape Steely that he’s forgotten why Steely is after him. It would be nice 
to help Agent Galliwasp, but now all he really wants is to survive. 
Huhuhuhuh, he doesn’t know how long he can keep this up. He’s got to 
lose this stupid case. Steely’s thunderous stomps are somewhere behind 
him. He runs up the stairs on his right and down the hallway. Continuing to 
run, he looks for a place to dump the case.
 Meanwhile, he’s not the only character in a panic—the 
rubberstampees create quite a clatter themselves as they scurry to their 
cabin. Thing is, during this whole shebang, Atlas has been on guard, 
revving up his poodle engines—ready for another poodling hound dog 
chase. 
 “Atlas! You alright, boy?” the doodlepads call out for him.
 But as soon as they open the door wide enough—zoom—the Atlas 
Aircraft is launched. 
 “WAIT! Come back!” the doodlepads holler.
 But it’s no use—Atlas is a white, glowing ball of fire. He soars down 
the hallway, an invisible wave of intuition pulling him toward Dilbert. Atlas 
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tears down hallways and around corners, following Dilbert’s trail. Obviously, 
Dilbert’s not the only dog with sensory awareness.

 Dilbert’s legs are lead; in his mind he’s running, but in reality he’s 
barely walking. He’s outta steam. Up ahead, the hallway splits to the left 
and right, forming a “T.” Dilbert wills his body around the right corner and 
flattens himself against the wall as best he can, trying to catch his breath.
 Huhuhuhuh, his tongue is drying out from all the panting; it feels like a 
shriveled apricot. Man I’m outta shape—gotta stop eating so many dog 
chews, he thinks as his stomach churns. Huhuhuhuh, so cold in here—he's 
shivering. Stopping to regain his senses, he suddenly realizes his whiskers 
have been twirling this entire time—and that sound, that high-pitched 
screaming in his ear keeps going on and off in his head.
  Have-to-get-rid-case, his weary brain thinks in spurts. He forces his 
eyeballs to bend left where the hallway splits left and right. 
 Shove-case-left-I-go-right-Steely-go-left.” 
 By the sound of Steely’s thumps, Dilbert detects that he’s down the 
hall and around the corner.
 “I hope you know how to swim, you little runt,” the agent snarls; his 
mouth slithers into a crooked smile while his eyes burn with fury.
 Dilbert sets the white case on the floor and pushes it with his back 
paw, aiming at the hall on his left. The case slides across the wooden floor 
planks and stops with only an inch sticking out beyond the corner’s edge. 
 With the case at his left, Dilbert moves to his right. He inches forward 
one step at a time, his body slumped over with exhaustion.

 As the agent stomps down this new hallway, various sleepy-eyed 
passengers stick their heads out their doors:
 “What’s all the ruckus about?”
 “Hey, we’re trying to sleep around here, Mister!”
 The cranky passengers snap at the agent, but Steely ignores them.
 At last, help arrives—it's Atlas on the scene; he’s finally caught up 
with Steely. The fuzzy lintball slows his pace and flufflumps to a stop. His 
eyes are the sting of a stingray, filled with slithering sly as he peers around 
the corner into the next hall where Steely is. One peek and he's an agog 
dog. He eyeballs the grizzle and stomp of Steely and his ravenous chase of 
Dilbert—his pal—his solid hunk of dog-chew friendship.  This is completely 
unright, 100% opposite should-be behavior. The beastly scene makes 
Atlas' little nose twitch. It makes his curlycue ears stiffen. 
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 “My case!” the agent gasps and sprints toward his longed-for 
treasure. Reaching the place where the hallway “T’s,” Steely swivels left 
and whisks up his case as if it were a child standing in the jaws of danger. 
Atlas can see Steely’s expressions from where he hides; he notices 
Steely’s facial muscles flinch with tightness as he inspects the case, lifting it 
up to his face to eyeball the safety latch. It’s then that the weirdest thing 
happens. Atlas blinks twice and opens his eyes wider. Did he really see 
what he thinks he just saw? There—it’s happening again! His nose—the 
agent’s nose—it’s growing, bigger, getting bigger, still bigger. OK, now it’s 
smaller, smaller. Bizarre. Truly weird. The closer the case, the more the 
nose grows—pull the case away and the nose gets smaller—and blue—it 
looks slightly blue too. 
 Realizing his case has not been opened or tampered with, Steely 
utters a guttural groan of relief; it ekes through the tiny spaces between his 
gritted teeth. Right now, his total focus is on the condition of his case, but if 
he were to turn even just a bit, he would spot Dilbert rushing down the hall 
on his right. Dilbert struggles to get as far away from the agent as he can—
he moves as quickly and quietly as possible. Just a yard ahead, the 
hallway curves to the right; soon he’ll be hidden from plain view. His legs 
and paws ache; his tight rolls of skin are loosening from exhaustion and his 
hidden objects—the slender hairpin, the round dog chews he’s stockpiled, 
his magnifying lens, and a few other gizmos—these valuable items are 
jiggling around, threatening to fall out. If he’s lost anything, don’t bother 
telling him—he can’t stop to pick it up, gotta keep going. The detective wills 
himself forward. And as he does, he hears just enough of Steely’s reaction 
to know the agent’s recaptured the case. The detective listens, hoping the 
agent will forget about him now that he’s regained his precious, stupid 
contraption. 
 Bending the corner, Dilbert ducks into a dark room on the right. 
There’s a sudden clink. And then a clatter. Dilbert grabs the edges of the 
dining table that he’s run into; his grasp steadies the table and stops its 
rattling dishes from falling to the floor. He must be in the dining room; the 
tables must already be set for breakfast. Maybe Steely didn’t hear the 
dishes rattle. Maybe he hadn’t been as loud as he thought. The worry 
sucks up what bit of energy he has left. He’s lost his momentum; he can 
barely get his legs to move. They rebel and try to anchor him to the floor. 
But he can’t let them; he’s got to find a place to hide. Pure grit and 
determination push him forward; he drags each heavy leg toward the 
room’s darkest corner and climbs underneath a table’s long, flowing 
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tablecloth. Crouching low, he tries not to move. It’s not a great hideout, but 
right now, it’s the best he can do.
 Calm down; calm down, he tells himself, hoping that his trembling 
isn’t making the tablecloth quiver too. Maybe no one heard me; maybe 
Steely’s forgotten about me, Dilbert tells himself again. But they did—hear 
him, both Steely and Atlas. And no, he hasn’t forgotten—Steely doesn’t 
forget.
 All at once, clink. Clink. Clatter. The angry agent bumps into the same 
table.
 Flick! The lights instantly come on. Atlas positions himself outside the 
door so he can watch without being seen.
 “I’m sorry, sir, but passengers are not permitted in the dining room at 
night. May I help you?” the crew worker standing at the doorway says, his 
broom still in hand, but his iPod and earplug put away.
 “A measly hound dog woke me and is loose on the ship,” the agent 
says, still eyeing the room as he speaks.
 The worker stares at the agent’s sleepy eyes; he struggles not to roll 
his own. 
 Crazy passenger, he thinks. After all the work I’ve done, if this guy 
messes up the dining room, I make him clean it, the dork.
 But of course he doesn’t allow himself the pleasure of stating his 
thoughts. “A hound dog? On the ship?” the crew member walks into the 
dining hall, past the agent and across the room. 
 Agent Steely turns to face him, his back now to the door. Wanting the 
agent to just go away and let things be, the crew worker pretends to look 
for the dog; he gives a cursory glance—the kind of glance where you feel 
sorry for yourself and you’d much rather curse, but you go ahead and fake 
a look. The worker walks left, kind of peeks around some tables, turns and 
then walks the other way, moving his head side to side so it seems he’s 
looking for the dog. In the meantime, Atlas tiptoes inside the room, his 
footsteps no louder than a fallen feather; he shrewdly slips under the table 
nearest the door.
 “Well, he doesn’t appear to be in here,” the worker stares at the 
agent’s sleepy eyes. Leave me alone, his mind hollers while his face 
sustains a serious expression. “Tell you what—I’ll put the word out and look 
for the pup while you go get some sleep.”
 Agent Steely glares at him.
 The worker works a bit harder to get rid of the problem, “Come to 
think of it, I did sweep something up that looked like a dog chew of some 
sort,” he shrugs. “Found it past the dining hall doorway. So, best bet is to 
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look elsewhere,” the crew worker hopes he sounds helpful so this man will 
leave. 
 Agent Steely doesn’t say thank you—he just leaves.
 “What a nutcase,” the crew worker mutters and flips off the lights.
 
 Whew! Dilbert sighs with relief when the agent is finally gone and the 
crew worker leaves him in the dark. 
 Dog chew? Did the janitor say it was past the dining room door? 
Must’ve rolled down the hallway—that'll divert the agent's attention for a 
while.  
 Once again his wonderful roly-poly design has saved the day—
correction: night. Well, almost—he still has to go save Mrs. Fieldjoy and her 
blue-moon suitcase. Dilbert exhales some of his tension; his legs turn to 
mush. 
 Maybe I’ll just rest a minute, get my energy back, then save her, he 
tells himself. 
 It’s been a long, hard night for Dilbert; he hasn’t even closed his eyes 
yet. And, soon—nestled under the table in the dark, sushied  into the cozy 
corner... Dilbert can't help it; he sails away, drifting to sleep.
 Zzzz whooo... Zzzz whooo...
 And that Dilbert snore, that’s Atlas’s cue. He tiptoes across the room, 
sneaks under the table, lifts Dilbert’s paw up and over his head and—using 
a few Dilbert  rolls of saggity-flap skin as a pillow—he drifts alongside 
Dilbert.
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